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director Tuluhan Tekelioğlu
cinematography Jülide Çağıl
editing Beran Pekol
music Balkan Tekelioğlu
production-distribution Tuluhan Tekelioğlu, Plato Film 
Değirmentepe, Aykan Sok. No:7 Emirgan 34467 Istanbul 
T +90 532 372 3151 tuluhantekeli@yahoo.com

director Melek Özman 
script Ayşe Düzkan, Yasemin Temizarabacı 
cinematography Ülkü Songül music Deniz Bayrak
editing M. Özman, Orsen Küçüktamer, Y. Temizarabacı
production-distribution Filmmor, İstiklal Cad. Bekar Sok. 
7/6 Beyoğlu Istanbul 
T +90 532 405 6528 melek@filmmor.com

The age of 40, a time of profound change, felt not on the outside but deep within. In this film you 
will find cross-sections of the lives of 40 women aged 40, who live in Istanbul.

Tuluhan Tekelioğlu (France, 1970) studied journalism and began her career at Sipa Press in Paris. 
Between 1994 and 2001 she worked as a reporter for the national mainstream newspaper Hürriyet 
in Turkey. In 2001, she switched to broadcast journalism. In 2009, her first video installation Standup 
Answers, featuring cuts from street interviews with 150 people, was exhibited at Istanbul’s Milli 
Reasürans Art Gallery. She has been publishing weekly interviews since 2007 in Sabah newspaper. 

Women in Turkish cinema… Rarely narrator, mostly subject, generally -in films directed by men- 
innocent, insolent, enticing, but always two-dimensional: ‘good’ or ‘bad’? How real is their goodness 
or badness? Why are they never listened to, believed or forgiven, but always punished? 

Melek Özman (Artvin, 1974) graduated with a degree in radio, television and film studies. She 
specializes in feminist cinema. 

40 women at 40 40’ında 40 kadın
turkey 2010, dvd, 52’, colour

70-80-90, innocent, insolent, enticing
70-80-90, masum, küstah, fettan
turkey 2010, minidv, 47’50’’, colour 
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director-script Rüya Arzu Köksal
cinematography Aydın Kudu
editing Devrim Akteke, Aydın Kudu
cast Enis Ayar, Taner Aksoy, Serra Yanç, Sinem Ayar
production-distribution Rüya Arzu Köksal, Turkishmoon, 
Portakal Yokuşu, Duvarcı Sok. 19/4 Ortaköy 34347 Istanbul 
T +90 212 327 2213 ruyakoksal@yahoo.com

director-script Berrak Samur
editing Baybora Atav
music Tamer Tarık Taşkaya
production-distribution Berrak Samur, Hoşdere Cad. 
15/16 A. Ayrancı Ankara 
T +90 312 467 2444 berraksamur@gmail.com 
award Best Third Documentary Ankara 

Enis Ayar -aka Enis the Argonaut- is something of a local legend in his native Ordu, a city on Turkey’s 
verdant Black Sea coast, where he has dedicated his life, against many odds, to building awareness 
of the region’s environmental and historical heritage. His creative exploits include organizing 
hundreds of VW Beetle owners to drive their colourful vintage cars from all across Turkey to draw 
attention to the plight of the Black Sea mountains, or making the 1000 km journey from Istanbul 
to Ordu solo and on foot.

Rüya Arzu Köksal (Ankara, 1972) graduated with a BA degree in linguistics from Hacettepe University 
in 1994. She completed an educational documentary filmmaking program in Istanbul in 2003. 

A story of the ‘other’: a woman defies her own village for the sake of her love and persists with the 
struggle in her charmed little world despite the exclusion and isolation that endure over the years.

Berrak Samur (Ankara, 1984) graduated from the Ankara University, Department of Radio, Television 
and Cinema in 2009.

an argonaut in ordu ordu’da bir argonot
turkey 2010, dvcam, 72’, colour

baghdad bağdat
turkey 2010, dvd, 20’, colour
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director-script Burak Koçak
cinematography Burak Koçak 
editing Burak Koçak
music Mihály Vig - Valuska
cast Burak Zafer Sırmaçekici, Tekel workers
production-distribution A. Murat Koçak, Doğançay Sok. 
A. Eğlence Mah. 22/8 Etlik 06590 Ankara 
T +90 505 662 5702 burak_kocak87@hotmail.com

director Cenk Örtülü, Zeynel Koç
cinematography Cenk Örtülü
editing Hüseyin Karabey, Cenk Örtülü, Zeynel Koç
production-distribution Hüseyin Karabey, Asi Film, 
Elmadağ Cad. 6/3 Şişli Istanbul 
T +90 212 225 3944 asifilm@gmail.com

A different perspective on the story of workers at Tekel, the Turkish state tobacco company.

Burak Koçak (Ilgaz, 1987) is a student at the Ankara University, Radio, Television and Cinema 
Department. He has directed a number of short films and documentaries. He worked as an assistant 
for the Ilef Short Film and Documentary Workshop between 2005-2006. Between 2007 and 2009 
he worked as a cameraman.

The film tells of the unlawful practices that children have to put up with due to the Prevention of 
Terrorism Act (PoTA), and the extent of the physical and psychological violence they are subjected 
to. The documentary questions the ‘petrifying brutal consciences’ of our country, where more than 
4000 children are standing trial, hundreds are still under arrest, and dozens are found guilty and 
sentenced to prison terms two or three times longer than their years. 

Cenk Örtülü (Istanbul, 1976) studied economics. He has attended several short film workshops and 
been working at Asi Film since October 2006.

Zeynel Koç (Sivas, 1969) has attended several film workshops and been working on documentary 
films for the last four years.

boycott diren iş
turkey 2010, minidv, 10’45”, colour, b&w

brutal consciences taşlaşan vicdanlar
turkey 2010, dvcam, 41’, colour
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director-script-editing Mustafa Ünlü
photography Mustafa Ünlü, Murat Erün
music Emrah Özdemir, Michael Sapp
production-distribution Selda Meral, Kutup Ayısı 
Belgesel Yapımlar, Serencebey Yokuşu 20/2 
Beşiktaş 34353 Istanbul
T +90 212 327 3305 selda@kutupayisi.tv

One portrait, two countries, three lives: the life story of author Osman Necmi Gürmen traced back to 
his family origins. From a childhood in Ottoman court circles to a youth spent in the ruins of post-war 
Paris, the remarkable course of Osman Necmi Gürmen’s life then took him to the extremely harsh 
conditions of tribal life in a village in south-eastern Anatolia, where he found himself drawn into the 
middle of a bloody struggle for power.

Mustafa Ünlü (Ankara, 1963) graduated from the University of Ankara, Faculty of Communications. 
He worked for several newspapers, news magazines and television as a journalist. In 1989, he 
branched into documentary filmmaking. He also became the founder and partner of Shakti News & 
Production House in 1993 and Kutup Ayısı Documentary Productions in 2000. 

bullet pen kurşun kalem
turkey 2009, hdcam, 84’, colour

director-script Çağla Zencirci, Guillaume Giovanetti
photography Ulaş Zeybek
editing Tristan Meunier
music Seb El Zin, Gevende
production-distribution Çağla Zencirci, 222 Rue Saint 
Martin 75003 Paris France
T +33 6 8643 0168  czggfilms@free.fr

Mehmet comes together with 13 visually handicapped people aged between 18 and 47 to take 
part in a month-long scriptwriting and film directing workshop. Will they be able to use cinema as 
a medium for expressing themselves? More importantly, what will they want to convey? Camera 
Obscura is a documentary about people who perceive life through their emotions.

Çağla Zencirci (Ankara, 1976) and Guillaume Giovanetti (Lyon, 1978) have directed several fiction 
and documentary shorts in the Middle East, Central Asia and Europe, which were screened and won 
awards in more than 50 festivals, as well as broadcast on several European television channels. They 
are currently working on a feature film that will take place in Pakistan. 

camera obscura
turkey 2010, 35mm, 90’, colour
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director Berke Baş
cinematography Berke Baş
editing Berke Baş, Pierre Haberer
music Müfit Aktuna, Ahmet Akgündüz, Çağlar Cinel
production-distribution Berke Baş, Patrice Barrot, Filmik 
Prodüksiyon, Kazancı Yokuşu 14/6 Beyoğlu Istanbul 
T +90 212 292 8981 berkebas@me.com

Concrete Park is the name of a lacklustre concrete hangout for the youth of Ordu, a typical city in 
the Black Sea region of Turkey. There you encounter a cross-section of mostly young men, all of 
whom struggle to overcome the odds offered to them by a weak economy and a lack of prospects 
for the future. Some take a defeatist attitude, others make the most of their limited options, and all 
reveal the struggles, challenges, and dead-ends that becoming a man in today’s Turkey can entail.

Berke Baş studied political science and international relations at Bosphorus University, Istanbul and 
earned a master’s degree in media studies at New School for Social Research, New York. She co-
founded inHouse projects, a media collective, in New York in 1998. Now located in Istanbul, she is 
a part-time lecturer at Istanbul Bilgi University.

concrete park beton park
turkey, france 2010, minidv, 61, colour

director Zeynep Devrim Gürsel
cinematography-editing Ebru Karaca
production-distribution Zeynep Devrim Gürsel, 
University of Michigan, USA T +1 917 846 0010 
zdgursel@gmail.com | www.coffeefuturesfilm.com
awards EurActiv Award, Special Jury Award for 
Originality Brussels

Coffee  Futures weaves  together  the Turkish  custom  of  coffee  fortune-telling with Turkey’s  
decades-old  attempt  to  join the European Union, revealing the textures of a society whose fate 
has long been debated nationally and internationally. It investigates the collective psychology of 
anticipating an uncertain national future.

Zeynep Devrim Gürsel is an anthropologist who teaches at the University of Michigan. Originally 
trained in literature, she received her PhD in anthropology from the University of California, Berkeley. 
She researches how things become imaginable both for individuals and groups, and how forms in 
which the past and today are narrated are shaped by and shape expectations of the future.

coffee futures neyse halim çıksın falim
turkey 2010, dvd, 22’, colour
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director-script Nurullah Dinçer 
cinematography Ömer Safioğlu
editing Nurullah Dinçer, Ömer Safioğlu
music Baba Zula
production-distribution Nurullah Dinçer 
Çamtepe Mah. Yıldırım Sok. 10/21 Narlıdere Izmir
T +90 505 760 2567 ahalat_n@hotmail.com

If the prisoners of open prisons pass the Student Selection Exam, they are allowed to attend classes 
at university.  Prisoners who manage this, go to university for their classes and come back without 
being escorted by the rural police or anyone else.

Nurullah Dinçer (Izmir, 1983) graduated from the Film and Television Department of Anadolu 
University in 2009.

convicted to freedom özgürlüğe mahkum
turkey 2009, dvcam, 17’, colour, b&w

director Elif Ergezen  
cinematography Jordane Chouzenoux
editing Elif Ergezen  
production-distribution Elif Ergezen, Beylerbeyi 
Burhaniye Mah. Karadeniz Cad. 21/6 Üsküdar Istanbul 
T +90 537 851 9313 elif.ergezen@gmail.com

The Laz poet Hasan Helimisi was born in the Turkish district of Hopa, close to the Georgian border. 
This visual poem interweaves voice recordings of the itinerant poet in the Laz language with the 
thoughts of his daughter who was unable to speak it. The Laz language is one of oldest indigenous 
languages spoken in Turkey and Georgia and now in danger of dying out.  

Elif Ergezen graduated from the Communications Department of Galatasaray University. She then 
obtained a master’s degree in film studies from the University of Paris 1 Pantheon-Sorbonne in 2005. 
She has worked in production and editing of several film projects.

death of the poet şairişi ğura
turkey 2009, digibeta, 18’, colour
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director-script Metin Avdaç  
cinematography Gülsün Sarıoğlu
editing Thomas Balkenhol
music Batman Orkestrası
production-distribution Metin Avdaç, Bahçelievler Mah. 
Preveze Sok. Hızır Apt. 24/2  Bahçelievler Istanbul 
T +90 542 596 6464 metin.avdac@hotmail.com

director Murat Şeker script Hülya Duyar, Aydın Sayman
cinematography Patricia Lewandowska
editing Deniz Kayık music Serhat Ersöz
cast L. Bitch, S. Akkuş, G. Gürle, P. Erincin, Ç. Yiğit 
production-distribution Ünsal Meşeci, Mpool, 
Şehit Muhtarbey Cad. 41/5 Beyoğlu Istanbul 
T +90 212 361 8500 info@mpool.eu | www.mpool.eu

In 1940, after petrol was found at the foot of Raman Mountain, the Turkish Petroleum Corporation 
(TPAO) built the region’s first oil refinery in Iluh Village. Given the lack of social life in the 
neighbourhood of the oil refinery, the government built a series of recreational facilities to keep 
incoming refinery staff amused during non-work hours. On the back of this initiative the Batman 
Orchestra was founded in 1963.

Metin Avdaç (Batman, 1962) is primarily involved with documentary photography. His work focuses 
mostly on nature and life. He has made three documentaries: Workers of the Light in 2002, Torak 
Makers in 2003 and White House in 2004.

Turkish people began settling in Germany around 45 years ago. Their ventures were researched all 
over the country and brought together to become the subject of this film. Today, up to three million 
Turks are settled in Germany, and their ventures have spawned a worthy number of businessmen 
and enterprises in all areas of the economy and cultural world.

Murat Şeker (1973) studied Film and Tv at Mimar Sinan University. He began working in the 
production of documentary films and tv series in 1992. He continued his career directing music 
videos and writing on music for newspapers and magazines. After working at the music channel 
Number One TV as a creative director, he began working with Sinan Çetin as an assistant director.

from black gold to golden microphone
kara altından altın mikrofona
turkey 2009, betasp, 65’, colour

a german mind with a turkish heart
türk gibi başla alman gibi bitir
turkey 2009, hdcam, 57’, colour
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director Timurtaş Onan
cinematography Timurtaş Onan
editing Timurtaş Onan, Selin Şahin
production-distribution Timurtaş Onan, Art Studio, 
İstiklal Cad. No:76 Tokatlıyan Han K4 D1 
Beyoğlu 34433 Istanbul 
T +90 212 237 3652 timurtas@artstudioant.com

A short documentary about the life and art of Hayali Tacettin Diker, a master of the Karagöz shadow 
play tradition.

Timurtaş Onan is a professional photographer. He has held various exhibitions and won more than 
40 awards in Turkey and abroad. He has made two short documentaries, Street Children in 2007 
and What’s Happening in Tarlabaşı? in 2008.

hayali tacettin diker
turkey 2009, digibeta, 30’, colour

directors Elmas Arus, Haluk Arus
script Semih Dindar music Gayda İstanbul
cinematography Muhammet Çetin
editing Haluk Arus, Evren Çan
production-distribution Haluk Arus, Firuzağa Mah. 
Türkgücü Cad. Balıkesir Apt. 66/7 Beyoğlu Istanbul 
T +90 535 857 3698 halukarus@yahoo.com

According to an old saying, there are 72 nations in the world, and the Gypsies (Roma) make up the 
extra half, raising the number to 72 and a half. The film is about the Gypsies of 38 cities in seven 
different regions of Turkey. Gypsies from all over Turkey, the Roms, Loms, Doms recount their lives, 
cultural differences, social compositions, traditions, contradictions and also their social, cultural and 
economic deadlocks.

Elmas Arus (Amasya, 1979) graduated from the Radio, Television and Publishing Department of 
Trakya University and went on in 2005 to earn a degree in journalism from Istanbul University. 

Hüseyin Haluk Arus (Istanbul, 1971) graduated from the Radio and Television Department of 
Anadolu University. He then worked as the director of editing on several television series.

the half buçuk
turkey 2010, dvcam, 60’, colour
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director Gürsel Sütemen
script Mustafa Bayram
cinematography-editing Gürsel Sütemen
music Hüseyin Yiğit, Çağatay Çakmak, Serhat Aydın, 
G. Zamfir
production-distribution Gürsel Sütemen, Karapürçek 
Mah. 358. Cad. 13/3 Altındağ Istanbul
T +90 535 231 6123 gurselsutemen@mynet.com

Does the story of a place mean only the passage of a relative period of time?

This documentary film is a deep inner story of how ‘Hergelen’ Square, or ‘Communal’ Square, 
evolved into ‘Hergele’ Square, which translates as ‘Ruffian’ Square. 

Gürsel Sütemen graduated from Ankara University with a degree in sociology in 1987. He became 
interested in photography as a student and began making documentary films in 2003.

hergele(n) square hergele(n) meydanı
turkey 2010, dvd, 60’, b&w

director-editing Rodi Yüzbaşı
cinematography Rodi Yüzbaşı
music Burhan Berken
production-distribution Mehtap Bayer, Gösterge 
Ajans, Bahçelievler Mah. Çalışlar Cad. Turgut Reis Sok. 
Selamet Apt. 4/2 34180 Istanbul 
T +90 533 617 9362 mehtapbayer@hotmail.com

A young man who tries to smuggle his way into France... A solitary mother and father awaiting the 
return of their children from France where they too have settled illegally; children they haven’t seen 
for eight years... A village in eastern Turkey full of history, changes and expectations in the fast-
moving world... A story of waiting through the seasons in the village.

Rodi Yüzbaşı (1979) studied film, television and radio at Atatürk University, where he became 
involved in photography. He is currently a student at the Cinema and Television Department of 
Marmara University.

hope miraz
turkey 2010, dvcam, 53’, colour
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director Berke Baş
cinematography Berke Baş, Mehmet Zengin
editing Catherine Gouze
production Berke Baş, Dorian Lesley Jones, Belma Baş
distribution Berke Baş, Filmik Prodüksiyon, Kazancı 
Yokuşu 14/6 Beyoğlu Istanbul 
T +90 212 292 8981 berkebas@me.com

Who was Grandma Nahide? Was Nahide even her real name? Visiting her hometown of Ordu 
in north-eastern Turkey, the director discovers her great-grandmother’s Armenian origins and the 
tragic unspoken past of a once cosmopolitan city. 

Berke Baş studied political science and international relations at Bosphorus University, Istanbul and 
earned a master’s degree in media studies at New School for Social Research, New York. She co-
founded inHouse projects, a media collective, in New York in 1998 and has worked on various 
documentary projects and publicity videos dealing especially with individual and community rights. 
Now located in Istanbul, she is a part-time lecturer at Istanbul Bilgi University.

hush! nahide’nin türküsü
turkey, france 2009, digibeta, 52’, colour, b&w

director-script Orhan Tekeoğlu
cinematography Mustafa Sarıkaya
editing Serkan Yurtsever, Metin Akın
music Ayşenur Kolivar
production-distribution Orhan Tekeoğlu, Medyaton, 
Valikonağı Cad. Kuyumcu Irfan Sok. 28/5 Nişantaşı 
34371 Istanbul 
T +90 212 232 3130 orhan.tekeoglu@gmail.com

This documentary is about the difficult lives  of women in the Black Sea region of Turkey. It takes its 
name from the subject of the film, Ifakat, who, along with her two daughters, was the victim of an 
unsolved murder in a mountain pasture house. 

Orhan Tekeoğlu (Trabzon, 1957) started his career as a journalist in 1983, when he graduated from 
university. He has travelled extensively in Turkey and overseas due to his profession, introducing 
natural humane panoramas to his readers. 

ifakat
turkey 2010, 35mm, 45’, colour
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director Doğa Kılcıoğlu
cinematography Can Kılcıoğlu
editing Doğa Kılcıoğlu, Pierre Haberer, Cem Yıldırım
cast Ahmet Baştuğ, Esra Erol, Sakine Ekinci, Celal Ünlü
production Can Kılcıoğlu, DeliCe Film, Tarık Zafer 
Tunaya Sok. 2/3 Gümüşssuyu Taksim 34365 Istanbul
T +90 530 936 6084 cankilcioglu@gmail.com

Every morning, millions in Turkey are glued to their screens for the TV show ‘Marriage with Esra 
Erol’. The program aims to match and marry people in front of the camera. Every detail about the 
dreams and fears of the lucky selected candidates is shown on screen, tugging at the hearts of the 
studio audience, as well as viewers in every city, town or village with a TV signal. The key to looking 
and seeing, director Doğa Kılcıoğlu seems to remind us, is sincerity in the eye of the beholder. 

Doğa Kılcıoğlu (Izmir, 1980) graduated from Galatasaray University. Her documentary With Three 
Ears (2003) won the Best Documentary Award at the 2003 Golden Orange Film Festival. In 2005, 
she went to Paris to study film at the Sorbonne. She and Can Kılcıoğlu founded DeliCe Film in 2008.

married to the camera kamerayla izdivaç
turkey 2010, minidv, 52’, colour

director Sevilay Tüccar
cinematography Serdar Gürcan
editing Fatma Külük
production-distribution Sevilay Tüccar, TRT, Hüseyin 
Rahmi Gürpınar Sok. 3/20 Çankaya Ankara 
T +90 532 223 1586 sevilay.tuccar@gmail.com

Although he still describes himself as a simple village musician, he is named on UNESCO’s ‘Living 
Human Treasures’ list. Seventy-seven year-old Hayri Dev is a highland musician who sings and dances 
a folk dance called the ‘broken zeybek’, while at the same time playing his local instrument, the 
three-stringed bağlama. For this, he has adapted an interesting form of local music called the ‘whistle 
tune’, which is used by women of the western Taurus Mountains to encourage men musicians. 

Sevilay Tüccar (Antalya, 1961) graduated from the Gazi University Faculty of Communications. 
She started working for the Turkish Radio and Television Broadcasting Corporation in 1986 and 
continued her career as a producer’s and director’s assistant on several programmes. 

making music with three-stringed “bağlama”
bağlamam var üç telli
turkey 2010, digibeta, 29’, colour
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director-editing-cinematography Melisa Önel
production-distribution Melisa Önel, Abbasağa Mah. 
Yıldız Cad. 21/1 Yıldız Beşiktaş 34353 Istanbul  
T +90 532 481 0820
onelmelisa@yahoo.com | www.melisaonel.com
award Best First Documentary Antalya

Me and Nuri Bala is a film about Esmeray, a transvestite feminist activist who defies many 
categorisations of womanhood and manhood in Turkey. From the streets of Istanbul to the eastern 
villages of Kars, the film takes us back and forth between the longing for belonging and the realties 
that shape our identities.

Melisa Önel (Izmir) studied at Tufts University, Boston, USA and graduated with a degree in 
international relations. She then completed a master’s degree in film studies at Istanbul Bilgi 
University. She is involved in producing and directing films and photography. 

me and nuri bala ben ve nuri bala
turkey 2009, minidv, 42’, colour

director-script Haydar Demirtaş 
cinematography Meryem Yavuz
editing Yusuf Kurt music Mazlum Çimen, Saki Çimen
cast Mehmet Demirtaş, Aslan Demirtaş, Aziz Demirtaş 
production-distribution H. Demirtaş, Istanbul Kültür Üni. 
Erkek Öğrenci Yurdu Oda: 102 Şirinevler Istanbul 
T +90 544 837 5147 haydar_masis47@hotmail.com

Building constructor Mehmet lives with his family in Mardin, south-east Turkey, a melting pot of 
different religions and cultures. His eldest son Haydar, a student at film school, has decided to shoot 
a film about his father. As a Muslim, Mehmet has been repairing an Assyrian church with his co-
workers in one of the Mesopotamian villages.

Haydar Demirtaş (Mardin, 1984) received his first cinema training with the BBC. He then won a 
scholarship to study art and design at Istanbul Kültür University. His first documentary, Itinerant 
Smith, was screened at several national and international festivals, winning a number of awards. 
He has been working as a volunteer at the Mardin Youth and Culture Centre since 2000 and at 
Community Volunteers (TOG) since 2005. He is still a student at Istanbul Kültür University.

my father is making history
babam tarih yapıyor
turkey 2010, hdcam, 30’, colour
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director-script Bingöl Elmas 
cinematography Koray Kesik
editing Pierre Haberer, Mustafa Temiztaş 
production Article Z, Asmin Film, Arte
distribution B. Elmas, Asmin Film, Molla Gürani Mah. 
Milet Cad. Akkoyunlu Sok. 44/5 Fındıkzade 
Fatih 34093 Istanbul T +90 212 532 8677 
bingol.elmas@gmail.com | www.asminfilm.com

A road movie in which the director seeks to take over the peace torch from the young Italian artist 
Pippa, who intended to hitchhike from Rome to Jerusalem in a wedding dress, but was raped and 
murdered a few kilometres to the east of Istanbul. Bingöl undertook the journey from the site of 
the Italian’s demise to the Turkish-Syrian border. But wearing a black wedding dress. All through 
her travels across the country, she follows traces, representatives and representations of notions like 
machismo, violence and evil with her subjective camera.

Bingöl Elmas graduated from the Radio, Television and Film Department of Marmara University. 
Between 1998 and 2001, she worked as a reporter for various national television channels, as 
well as an assistant director on several TV programmes. She also spent eight years working for the 
Association of Documentary Filmmakers in Turkey (BSB).

my letter to pippa pippa’ya mektubum 
turkey, france 2010, minidv, 52’, colour

director-editing Merve Kayan, Zeynep Dadak
cinematography Merve Kayan
music Carolyn Chen
production-distribution Merve Kayan, 252, 22nd St. 
Brooklyn, New York USA 
T +164 6272 8158 kayanmervekayan@gmail.com
awards Documentary Special Mention Akbank • Best 
Documentary IFSAK 

On the Coast is a short experimental film on the ephemeral feeling of summer, as observed in 
Erikli, a small town on the Aegean coast of Turkey. The film reflects on the nature of vacations as a 
transformed version of reality and the fantastical counterpart to winter.

Merve Kayan (1981) has been making films and videos since 1999. Having spent the last few years 
as a video editor in New York, she is currently pursuing a master’s in fine arts at the University of 
California, San Diego. 

Zeynep Dadak (1978) has been producing short films and documentaries since 2001. She is currently 
working on a doctoral degree at the Film Studies Department of New York University. She has been 
on the editorial board of Altyazı, one of the two monthly film magazines in Turkey, since 2004. On 
the Coast is the product of her continuing collaboration with Merve Kayan. 

on the coast bu sahilde
turkey 2010, 16mm, 22’, colour
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director Çayan Demirel
cinematography Koray Kesik editing Burak Dal
production-distribution Ayşe Çetinbaş, Surela Film, 
Cihannuma Mah. Fırın Sok. 38/12 Beşiktaş Istanbul 
T +90 537 620 5141 ayse_cet@hotmail.com
awards Best Documentary Antalya • Best Documentary 
Siyad • Best Documentary Ankara

Between the years 1980-1984, 32 people were killed and hundreds more crippled in Diyarbakır 
Prison. In discussing the ordeals experienced here, the documentary film Prison nr 5 addresses 
this self-same question. Director Çayan Demirel uses first-hand accounts to successfully convey on 
screen things which are hard to articulate and confront. The scars left on these stoic witnesses by 
their experiences are manifest in the lines on their faces, the tone of their voices and their gestures. 

Çayan Demirel (Istanbul, 1977) studied at the Bandırma Vocational School of Balıkesir University, 
and at the Economics Department of Anadolu University. Before Prison Nr. 5, he made his first 
feature documentary 38, on the Dersim massacre of 1938. Both films have circulated widely at 
national and international festivals.

prison nr 5 5 nolu cezaevi
turkey 2009, betasp, 97’, colour

director-script-editing Özkan Küçük
cinematography Özkan Küçük, Kazım Öz
production Serra Bucak, Suncem Koçer, Özkan Küçük
distribution Özkan Küçük, Cinamed Peyas Mah. 
Yılmaz Güney Cad. Dengiz 4 Sitesi B Blok No: 19 
Kayapınar 21000 Diyarbakır 
T +90 412 251 9371 ozi111@hotmail.com

The septuagenarian Musa Dede is one of the leading Alevi dedes who established the first cemevi 
(gathering house) in Turkey. Having spent his childhood and early youth in traditional Alevi practices, 
Musa Dede contributes to modern-day spiritual life as a man who has witnessed the recent history 
of Turkey.

Özkan Küçük (Tunceli, 1975) graduated from Yıldız Technical University with a degree in 
environmental engineering in 1997. He then earned an MA degree from the Marmara University 
Department of Radio, Television and Cinema. He has been working in the Mesopotamia Cinema 
Collective since 1999 and has written several newspaper and magazine articles on cinema. He has 
worked on the films of director Kazım Öz as an art director, assistant director and editor.

seyid - on the path of truth
seyid - hakikat yolunda
turkey 2010, betasp, 75’, colour
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director Esra Yıldız
cinematography Esra Yıldız Mertgün Bilier
editing Özlem Erol
production-distribution Esra Yıldız, Şevket Dağ Cad.   
58/2 Haznedar Istanbul 
T +90 536 280 2452 esyildizra@yahoo.com

Having come with his family from Yozgat to Istanbul in 1928 and been settled in Beyoğlu since 1935, 
the Armenian second-hand bookseller Vahan Kocaoğlu (b. 1925) is a living witness of the social and 
socio-cultural transformations Istanbul has undergone since the 1930s. Kocaoğlu has also observed 
many breaking points in the country’s history, such as the pogrom of September 6-7, 1955. 

Esra Yıldız (Istanbul, 1981) graduated from Istanbul Technical University with a degree in 
environmental engineering in 2002. She is currently doing a PhD in social sciences at the same 
university and is a guest post-graduate researcher at the History and History of Art Department of 
Technische Üniversität Berlin. She teaches on contemporary art, art in public space, and socially and 
politically engaged art. She has produced short videos and video-interviews. 

a shadow among the pages: the second 
hand book seller vahan
sayfalar arasında bir gölge: sahaf vahan
turkey 2010, dvd, 113’, colour

director Esin Yılmaz, Nurdan Nerez
script Esin Yılmaz
cinematography Kemal Deniz
editing Hüseyin Doğru
production-distribution Esin Yılmaz, Türkan Saylan 
Sok. Truva Evleri C-10 Istanbul
T +90 532 680 1405 esinyil@mynet.com

The film focuses on the making of Yol, the feature written by Yılmaz Güney and directed by Şerif 
Gören. The difficulties of accomplishing a scenario behind bars and the efforts involved in seeing 
the project through are described by people who witnessed the process first-hand. And in spite 
of everything taking Yol to Cannes… This documentary presents the development of the project, 
which started in 1980 under the title ‘Bayram’, by depicting the background of a period marked by 
political repression.

Esin Yılmaz (Ardahan, 1982) graduated from the Film and Television Department of Beykent 
University and went on to earn an MA degree from the same university. Nurdan Nerez (Izmir, 1985) 
graduated from the Film and Television Department  of Ege University.

story of the yol yol’un öyküsü
turkey 2009, minidv, 54’, colour
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director-script-cinematography Metin Kaya
editing Oğuz Aydın, Metin Kaya
music Ahmet Özer
production-distribution Metin Kaya, Gazipaşa Cad.
Kuyumcular Çarşısı No:15  67100 Zonguldak
T +90 532 302 4001 pontmet@hotmail.com
award Best First Documentary Antalya

The coup d’état of 12 September 1980 stripped workers of all their union rights, not even allowing 
for collective bargaining. Increasingly adverse working conditions led mineworkers in Zonguldak to 
begin a large-scale strike in 1990-91. The film draws on 60 hours of archive footage and interviews 
with many figures involved in the process. Testimonies by politicians, workers, strike committee 
members and Zonguldak residents revive the determination and inspiration embodied in the strike 
and its accompanying march.

Metin Kaya (Zonguldak, 1962) has been involved in documentary photography for many years. 
He has made two fiction shorts, Lamba and Bebek. They were 100 thousand is the director’s first 
documentary.

they were 100 thousand 100 bin kişiydiler
turkey 2009, minidv, 69’, colour

director-script Yıldız Bakoğlu
cinematography Metin Cornik, Cumhur Kaplan
editing Emre Küme
music Vedat Sakman
production-distribution Yıldız Bakoğlu, Osmanağa Mah. 
Kuşdili Cad. 62/11 Kadıköy 34714 Istanbul 
T +90 535 313 5812  yildizbak@yahoo.com 

This documentary is a homage to director Yusuf Kurçenli, one of the leading filmmakers to have 
emerged from the state broadcaster Turkish Radio & Television. With his feature films Gramophone 
Women, Blackout Nights and The Disintegration, he is considered one of the key figures of the 
realist movement in Turkish cinema. This documentary tells the director’s story through his own 
voice, with the support of archive footage, film excerpts and interviews.

Yıldız Bakoğlu graduated from the Cinema and Television Department of Dokuz Eylül University 
in 1993. Between 1993-1998 he worked with Yusuf Kurçenli on his films Karun Treasure, Santa 
Claus’s Treasure, Because I Love Him/Her, first as an assistant and later as assistant director. She has 
made a number of documentaries and short films. 

a tribute to the (my) master
ustay(m)a saygı, yusuf kurçenli sineması
turkey 2009, digibeta, 50’, colour
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director-script Didem Pekün, Barış Doğrusöz
cinematography Barış Doğrusöz
editing Didem Pekün
music Tülay German
production-distribution Didem Pekün, Oba Sok. 
Bahtiyar Apt. 13/11 Cihangir Istanbul 
T +90 537 416 0103 didempekun@gmail.com

Didem goes to meet Tülay German, the seminal Turkish singer who initiated Turkish Pop Music with 
her lifelong partner Erdem Buri. Because of their political stance, they were exiled from Istanbul 40 
years ago. After the loss of her life partner, Tülay German chose a quiet life of solitude, and wished 
to take part in the film through her voice recordings alone. 

Didem Pekün earned a BA in ethnomusicology at SOAS and an MA in documentary at Goldsmiths 
College, London. She took part in the Berlinale Talent Campus in 2008. She teaches editing at Bilgi 
University. Barış Doğrusöz earned a master’s degree in fine arts at ‘Le Quai’, Ecole Supérieur des 
Beaux Arts, France. His work has appeared in many international mixed exhibitions. He teaches the 
‘Found Footage’ course at Istanbul Bilgi University.

tülay german: years of fire and cinders
tülay german: kor ve ateş yılları
turkey 2010, hdcam, 50’, colour, b&w

director-cinematography Nezahat Gündoğan
editing Elif Ergezen, Ufuk Tambaş music Mikail Aslan
production-distribution Kazım Gündoğan, Esenkent 
Mah. Yakup Cemil Sok. Açelya Evleri A20 Giriş B Blok 
Esenyurt 34000 Istanbul
T +90 533 513 6118 kzgundogan@gmail.com

In 1937-38, Dersim (Tunceli) was the target of a military operation aimed at reforming the unruly 
region. This documentary is made up of two stories. The first is about two girls, their experience 
of the Dersim Campaign, how they disappeared, and where and how they were taken away by 
soldiers. The second, on the other hand, traces the story of Şemsi and Sakine, two cousins who are 
taken away for ‘adoption’ but have never been traced to this day, and focuses on the efforts of their 
families to find the girls.

Nezahat Gündoğan (1968) is currently studying architecture. Her first film was a  documentary about 
dams called If the Munzur Doesn’t Flow.

two locks of hair-the missing girls of dersim
iki tutam saç-dersim’in kayıp kızları
turkey 2010, betasp, 58’, colour, b&w
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director Melis Birder
cinematography Melis Birder, Suat Kutluğ
editing K.A. Miille music Jay Tran, Rob Friedman
production-distribution Melis Birder, InHouse Projects, 
Cihangir Cad. 18/6 34433 Istanbul  
T +90 212 292 8981  melisbirder@yahoo.com 
awards Honorary Mention Urbanworld • Best 
Documentary Antalya

There are 70 prisons in New York State and hundreds of women go to visit their loved ones in prison 
every weekend. Most of them African-Americans or Latinos, they board the buses every Friday night 
from 59th street and set out on a journey lasting more than 24 hours.

Melis Birder (Istanbul, 1971) moved to New York after studying in Turkey. She has worked as an 
educator and realized video programs in the low-income neighbourhoods of New York for around 
five years. Over the same period, she has directed documentaries for social service agencies and 
libraries. In 2005, Birder directed her first award-winning independent documentary The Tenth 
Planet ‘A Single Life in Baghdad’ which she filmed in Iraq during the war.

the visitors ziyaretçiler
turkey 2009, hdcam, 64’, colour

director Aziz Günhan İmamoğlu
cinematography Birol Uzmez
production-distribution Gülen Güler, Yalan Dünya Film,
Mumhane Cad. Nimet Han 45/9-10
34430 Karaköy Istanbul
T +90 212 245 9034 gulen@yalandunya.biz 

Aziz, on a trip to Istanbul from Izmir, grabs a National Geographic magazine to read on the way. 
Leafing through the pages, he notices a photo of a band, a municipality band. The photo also shows 
the band’s instruments, which were made by the Greeks in the 1920s and left behind. Aziz feels an 
incredible urge to tell the story of the instruments. He has to find the grandchildren of the people 
who made the instruments just to tell them they are here and safe. So begins his own journey of 
learning what the history books haven’t told him.

Aziz Günhan İmamoğlu (Zonguldak) majored in film studies at 9 Eylül University. Since 2002 he has 
been working as an editor and director for various projects. He lives and works in Izmir and Istanbul.

what your grandfather left is safe here
dedenin emaneti
turkey 2010, digibeta, 52’ colour

Photographed by Birol Uzmez
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director-editing Güliz Sağlam, Feryal Saygılıgil
cinematography Güliz Sağlam
music Olcayto Art
production-distribution Güliz Sağlam, Feryal Saygılıgil, 
Kadiriler Yokuşu Sok. 7/6 Cihangir Beyoğlu Istanbul 
T +90 532 583 7455 gulizsaglam@hotmail.com

Seven workers, all women... Four free trade zones in four different Turkish cities, all surrounded by 
high walls and barbed wire fences, much in the style of a concentration camp. This documentary 
covers the working conditions of women in the free trade zones, their experiences, observations 
and their hopes for the future. 

Güliz Sağlam studied at the Marmara University Department of Social Sciences and Administration. 
She has been working as assistant director for several feature films, as well as directing her own 
documentaries. Feryal Saygılıgil earned a BSc in physics and an MA in the history of medicine and 
deontology and women’s studies. She is currently working on a PhD at the Department of Sociology 
of Mimar Sinan University. 

the zone bölge
turkey 2010, digibeta, 40’, colour

director-cinematography Necati Sönmez
script Necati Sönmez, Asma’a Al Ghoul
editing İmre Balanlı 
music Mircan Kaya, Burak Ekinil
cast Asma’a Al Ghoul, Fayez El Sersawi
production-distribution Emel Çelebi, ZeZe Film,
Şahkulu Mah. Seraskerci Çıkmazı 4/2 Beyoğlu Istanbul  
T +90 212 249 9221 emelcelebis@yahoo.com

Following the Israeli army’s incessant 22-day assault in the final days of 2008, the people of Gaza 
tell of the horror and carnage they went through. Several people from different backgrounds are 
trying to stitch up their wounds which will not easily heal. In this first documentary about the scars 
of the latest assault on Gaza, we see not only Gaza and Gazans, but also a handful of testimonies 
to the horrors of all wars.

Necati Sönmez studied aeronautical engineering at Istanbul Technical University. After working as a 
film critic, journalist and photographer, he branched into documentary filmmaking in 2003.

the wound of gaza gazze’nin yarası
turkey 2009, digibeta, 60’, colour
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director-script Necati Sönmez, Emel Çelebi
cinematography Necati Sönmez, Ender Yeşildağ
editing İmre Balanlı, Necati Sönmez, Emel Çelebi
music Burak Ekinil
production Necati Sönmez, ZeZe Film, Şahkulu Mah. 
Serasker Çıkmazı 4/2 Galata 34420 Istanbul 
T +90 212 249 9721 
necson@hotmail.com | www.zezefilm.com

director-script Bertan Başaran
cinematography Şenol Altun, Özgür Eken, Barış Özbiçer 
editing Burak Doğan
production Balım Tanrıöver, PTT Films, Asmalı Mescit 
Minare Sok. 19A Beyoğlu 34430 Istanbul 
T +90 532 462 0475 balim@pttfilms.com

24 hours life circle in Istanbul: A ‘city symphony’ portraying the working people’s Istanbul without 
dialogues, but only with images and music.

Necati Sönmez studied aeronautical engineering at Istanbul Technical University. After working as a 
film critic, journalist and photographer, he branched into documentary filmmaking in 2003. 

Emel Çelebi studied English literature. She worked in various magazines as editor, interpreter and 
writer. Her first film Housekeeper won prizes in Turkey and abroad. She is also among the organizers 
of Documentarist-Istanbul Documentary Days.

The aim of this documentary is to analyze the diversity and eclectic structure of Turkish music 
through the life of Barbaros Erköse. After working extensively with masters of Turkish classical 
music, he used his clarinet not only as an instrument to entertain people, but also as a means 
of self-expression. His relationship with his instrument brings him worldwide recognition and the 
opportunity to play with foreign musicians in various countries, as well as exposure to western 
music.

Bertan Başaran did a PhD in photography at Instituto Superior de Artes in Cuba in 2004, after 
graduating from Istanbul Bilgi University in film and television studies in 2001. After making a short 
film, he began directing music videos and TV commercials.  

a day in istanbul günden geceye istanbul 
turkey 2010, digibeta, 35’, colour

can’t leave without you sensiz yaşanmaz
turkey 2010, hdcam, 90’, colour, b&w
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director Hopa Filmevi Sinema Kollektifi
cinematography Hopa Filmevi Sinema Kollektifi
editing Hopa Filmevi Sinema Kollektifi
music Ayşegül Kolivar
production-distribution Hopa Filmevi Sinema Kollektifi, 
Hopa Artvin
T +90 466 351 7443 biryasam@gmail.com

Zeytinlik (Sirya) is the largest village in the province of Artvin and destined to be submerged 
underwater with the construction of a new dam. The village is a place of outstanding natural 
beauty, rich in soil and history, and abounding with olive groves and vineyards. Yet the olive trees 
now stand to be cut down, if not engulfed by dam water. The people of the village have no choice 
but to leave behind the past and march towards an uncertain future.

Hopa Filmhouse Cinema Collective was set up during the travelling media workshop VYZ, held by 
members of the Bahçeşehir University Communications Faculty and Biryaşam Culture & Ecology 
Association from 31 January -7 February 2010. The documentary Last Sight was shot by participants 
in this workshop. 

last sight son bakışta
turkey 2010, minidv, 20’, colour

director-script İmre Balanlı
cinematography-editing İmre Balanlı
music Lari Dilmen, Nilüfer Ormanlı
production Gaye Günay, Valikonağı Cad. Akkirman 
Sok. 2/2 Nişantaşı 34363 Istanbul
T +90 532 632 2052 gayegunay@hotmail.com

Ecumenopolis aims to take a holistic approach to Istanbul, questioning not only the city’s 
transformation, but the dynamics behind it. From demolished shantytowns to the tops of skyscrapers, 
from the depths of the underwater Marmaray tunnel to the alternative routes of the third Bosphorus 
bridge, from real estate investors to urban opposition, the film will take us on a long journey 
through this city without limits. We will speak to experts, academics, writers, investors, residents 
and community leaders, and look at the city on a macro level through animated maps and graphics. 

İmre Balanlı is a documentary filmmaker focusing on urban issues. He studied political science and 
French literature in the USA and France. He worked in New York as a publisher, furniture designer, 
carpenter and director of photography.

ecumenopolis ekümenopolis
turkey 2010, 35mm, 105’, colour
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director Nefin Dinç
script Herkül Millas
cinematography Nefin Dinç
editing Nefin Dinc
production Claudine Avetyan, Atlantik Film, Üst Zeren 
Sok. No:2 1. Levent Istanbul 
T +90 212 278 3611 claudine@atlantikfilm.com

The documentary film The Other Town is about the natives of a Greek and a Turkish town, who 
express their opinions about the neighbouring nation. The two nations were enemies many decades 
ago, but ill feelings still persist, expressed in the form of myths and prejudices. Local people of all 
ages seem to be trapped in a web of stereotypes which ruin their bilateral relations. 

Nefin Dinc is an assistant professor at the State University of New York at Fredonia. She studied 
economics at Ankara University and earned a master’s degree in media and culture from Strathclyde 
University, Scotland, and an MFA degree in documentary filmmaking from the UNT, USA. She has 
produced four documentaries on Turkey and its surrounding countries. 

the other town öteki kasaba
turkey 2010, video, 60’, colour

director Necati Sönmez
script N. Sönmez, Emel Çelebi, Mubaraq A. Abdulhassan
cinematography Necati Sönmez
cast Mubaraq A. Abdulhassan
production Emel Çelebi, ZeZe Film, Şahkulu Mah. 
Seraskerci Çıkmazı No:4/2 Galata, Beyoğlu Istanbul
T +90 212 249 9221 emelcelebis@yahoo.com

This is the story of a young man who fled from the genocide in Darfur, Sudan after his family had 
been killed except a sister. On his way to Europe he is stucked in Istanbul where he met his life 
partner, another African immigrant from Ethiopia. He was supposed to be the chief (‘king’) of his 
tribe after his father, now he is a father of two daughters living in a norhern city of Sweden.

Necati Sönmez studied aeronautical engineering at Istanbul Technical University. After working as a 
film critic, journalist and photographer, he branched into documentary filmmaking in 2003.

somewhere in africa afrika’da bir yerde
turkey 2010, digibeta, 70’, colour
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director Nefin Dinç
script Nefin Dinç
cinematography Koray Kesik
editing Nefin Dinç
production Claudine Avetyan, Atlantik Film, Üst Zeren 
Sok. No:2 1. Levent Istanbul 
T +90 212 278 3611 claudine@atlantikfilm.com

Young Filmmaking Project in Turkey is a project to teach 72 students how to make short 
documentaries or fiction films on democracy and human rights. The documentary film will capture 
the entire process of the Youth Filmmaking Project in Turkey, including classroom lectures and fiery 
debates about social issues, the challenges students face in making their films, the problems involved 
in convincing their families and officials to make their films, the culture shock they experience while 
visiting the US, the audience’s comments on and criticism of the students’ films at film festivals.

Nefin Dinç is an assistant professor at the State University of New York at Fredonia. She studied 
economics at Ankara University and earned a master’s degree in media and culture from Strathclyde 
University, Scotland, and an MFA degree in documentary filmmaking from the UNT, USA. She has 
produced four documentaries on Turkey and its surrounding countries.

through my lens
turkish 2010, video, 75’, colour
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director-script-editing Eren Aybars Arpacık
animation Engin Ağdoğan
cinematography Neslihan Siligür music Murat Kurt
production-distribution Eren Aybars Arpacık, Joker Film
Arabayolu Cad. Bolat Sok. 7/1 Tarabya Sarıyer Istanbul 
T +90 212 223 9337 erenarpacik@gmail.com 

What would happen if time was a super hero? Would he make us happier or lead us to an inevitable 
end? The film questions the concept of Time from a different perspective..

Eren Aybars Arpacık (Istanbul, 1983) won a scholarship to the Media and Communication Systems 
Department of Istanbul Bilgi University and graduated in 2006. Furthermore he completed Film 
& TV Department as a minor degree. During his studies, he directed award-winning films and 
documentaries.  After graduating, he began working for production companies as a second director.

the adventures of time-man
za-man’ın maceraları
turkey 2010, dvcam, 1’, experimental, b&w

director-script Veysel Çelik
cinematography Erol Mintaş
editing Veysel Çelik
music Şirin Vatan
cast Ferit Kaya, Rüçhan Çalışkur, Halit Sermisakçı
production-distribution Veysel Çelik, KNF Yapım, 
Eğitim Mah. Abdibey Sok. 23/4 Ziverbey Istanbul
T +90 505 593 0339 dau_weycell@hotmail.com

Article 2932 of Turkey’s 1982 constitution reads: ‘the articulation, publication and broadcasting of 
ideas in any language other than the first official languages of states recognized by the Turkish state 
are categorically forbidden.’

Veysel Çelik (Batman, 1985) studied Plastic Arts at Yeditepe University for a year, before transferring 
to the Eastern Mediterranean University public relations and advertising department. He began 
studying in the Art Teaching Department of the Marmara University, Atatürk Education Faculty in 
2005. He is now in his fourth year majoring in photography. He has also worked as an assistant 
director for various television films. 

2932
turkey 2009, dvd, 19’, fiction, b&w
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director script Arin İnan Arslan
cinematography Senem Tüzen
editing Arin İnan Arslan, Metin Celik, Senem Tüzen
music Mehmet Atlı
cast Yoldaş Toy, Alican Pınar, Ana Rindan, Erdal Ceviz 
production-distribution Arin İnan Arslan, Vakıflar 
Bankası (Nursel Akmaz Eliyle) Merkez Tunceli 
T +90 535 692 6219  arin@arininan.com

The film centres around people forced to move to the city after the evacuation of their villages. 

Born in Tunceli, Arin Inan Arslan shot his first short Kırıntı (Crumb) in 2004. In 2005, he graduated 
from Ege University as a teacher of computer studies. He continues his career today as an 
independent filmmaker. His films Crumb (2004) and Shadow and Wind (2006) won numerous 
national and international awards.

arpeggio ante lucem pera berbangê 
turkey 2010, hdcam, 15’, fiction, colour

director-script Zehra Derya Koç
cinematography Özgür Eken 
editing Çiçek Kahraman 
cast Ayda Aksel, Begüm Birgören, Deniz Çevik, 
Müge Ulusoy, Rıza Akın, Ruhi Sarı
production-distribution Gezici Film, Abay Kunanbay 
Cad. 20/11 Kavaklıdere Ankara T +90 312 466 3484 
info@gezicifilm.com | www.festivalonwheels.org 

Nazlı’s childhood is a period of her life she has never come to terms with. Then, with news of her 
mother’s death, she starts remembering everything. Is the past really so bad? Like everyone, her 
mother is a figure she both fears and loves.

Zehra Derya Koç (Mersin, 1977) graduated from Bosphorus University with a degree in history. 
She decided to continue her studies at Galatasaray University, this time choosing media studies and 
communications as her discipline.

ashes kül
turkey 2010, 35mm, 21’, fiction, colour
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director-editing-animation Candaş Şişman
script Neylan Oğütveren
cinematography Candaş Şişman music Mert Kızılay 
production-distribution Candaş Şişman, Ergenekon 
Mah. Cumhuriyet Cad. Prof. Dr. Celal Öker Sok. 1/3 
Harbiye Şişli 34373 Istanbul T +90 505 761 04 75 
candasisman@yahoo.com | www.csismn.com

Avatar is video made for a dance performance entitled ‘I, Avatar’ which questions the transformation 
of the human phenomenon into the ‘avatar’ symbol following the transition to a virtual environment. 
Avatar sets out to identify the impact of the internet on humanity and the relationship people build 
with the internet. At the same time, the film tries in its own way to convey various situations which 
characterize the relationship such as ‘loading’ and ‘disconnect’.

Candaş Şişman (Izmir, 1985) graduated from the Cartoon and Animation Department of Anadolu 
University, Eskişehir, in 2009. He was an exchange student in the Netherlands for one year. He set 
up a company called Silo1 Visual Solutions with a group of friends in 2009. He is currently working 
freelance.

avatar
turkey 2009, dvd, 6’35”, experimental, colour

director Aylin Kuryel, Zeyno Pekünlü
script Yücel Göktürk
cinematography Zeyno Pekünlü
animation-editing Aylin Kuryel, Zeyno Pekünlü
production-distribution Aylin Kuryel, Rechtboomsloot 
1-2, CR 1011 Amsterdam The Netherlands
T +90 533 541 7451 aylinkuryel@gmail.com 

A spring morning in Canakkale, Turkey, in 2000. Aysegul is leading the pledge of allegiance that all 
primary school students in Turkey recite before classes begin every morning. Everything is as usual 
until one surprising word slips out of her mouth…

Aylin Kuryel (Izmir, 1981) lives in Amsterdam. She is currently a PhD student at the Amsterdam 
School for Cultural Analysis and continues to work on short film and documentary projects. 

Zeyno Pekünlü (Izmir, 1980) lives in Istanbul, doing a PhD in Fine Arts at Mimar Sinan University. She 
is involved in several domestic and international art projects. 

aysegul in rebellion ayşegül isyanda
turkey 2009, dvd, 5’, animation, colour
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director-script-editing Nihan Belgin
cinematography Dimitris Kasimatis
music Gökhan Tütün, Nihan Belgin
cast Umut Beşkırma, Metin Belgin, Şebnem Köstem
production-distribution Nihan Belgin, Sinevizyon Film, 
Coşkun Sok. 3/4 Cihangir 34433 Istanbul 
T +90 212 251 2295 nihanbelgin@gmail.com

director-script Tufan Şimşekcan
cinematography Kenan Korkmaz 
editing Tufan Şimşekcan music Cem Kısmet (Pilli Bebek)
cast Şevval Sam, Ruhi Sarı, Natali Yeres
production-distribution Tufan Şimşekcan, Reşatbey 
Mah. 62006 Sok. 3/A Seyhan 01120 Adana 
T +90 505 702 7138 tufansimsekcan@kig.org.tr

February 1980: Turkey’s political right and left are in chaos… A young group of TDKP (Revolutionary 
Communist Party of Turkey) members protest their friend’s death. While escaping from soldiers, 
one of the students Erdal shoots into the air and is arrested. Despite being only 16 years old, he is 
sentenced to death by the military court.

Nihan Belgin (Istanbul, 1986) became interested in music, painting and theatre during her school 
years. She started working professionally as an assistant director on the movie Dark Side of the 
Moon in 2004. She has worked on several movies and commercials as assistant director, as well as 
being involved in co-production projects within Sinevizyon Film.

You’ve always tried and always gone wrong. Try again, go wrong again, make a better job of going 
wrong...

Tufan Şimşekcan is a mining engineer, designer, filmmaker, actor, caricaturist. His previous short 
films won awards at many festivals.  

brush stroke fırça darbesi
turkey 2010, dvd, 29’, fiction, colour

café kafe
turkey 2010, dvd, 6’, fiction, colour, b&w
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director-script M. Cem Yardımcı
editing-animation M. Cem Yardımcı
music M. Cem Yardımcı
production-distribution M. Cem Yardımcı, Erzurumlu 
Şükrü Paşa Sok. 13/2 Arnavutköy Istanbul
T +90 212 287 1317 
cee.mmm@gmail.com | www. r-e-f-l-e-k-s.net

Creatures is an experimental short based on the exhibition ‘Genii’ by Turkish artist Ömer Uluç. The 
show, held in September 2009, was based on the real-time interaction of figures and space.

M. Cem Yardımcı has attempted to blur today’s well-defined borders between theory/practice and 
architecture/video through the unexpected juxtaposition of entities in continuum. This oneness is 
redefined under the title ‘architectural-reflex’. Yardımcı is a trained architect (PhD) and video artist, 
currently exploring the realm between film and live video/audio in live installation-performances in 
Istanbul.

creatures yaratıklar
turkey 2009, minidv, 12’, experimental, colour

director-script-editing Övünç Güvenışık
cinematography Caner Küçük
music Final Fantasy
cast Selin Aldoğan, Hakan Dülger, Cevher Güzey
production-distribution Övünç Güvenışık, Mecidiyeköy 
Mah. Dereboyu Cad. 60/8 34360 Istanbul
T +90 534 283 9355 ovuncguvenisik@paradoksfilm.net

Their only passion leads two friends to an adventure straight through dead times... 

Övünç Güvenışık studied cinema at Plato Film School, Istanbul. He worked on seven short film 
projects as D.O.P, editor or director. In 2008, he was second AD for the feature film Kurbanlık. He 
currently lectures at the Paradoks Film Atelier. 

dead times ölü zamanlar
turkey 2009, dvd, 10’, fiction, colour
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director-script Burcu Aykar Şirin, Uygar Şirin
cinematography Meryem Yavuz
editing Osman Bayraktaroğlu
cast Çınar Kaya, Taner Birsel, Selen Uçer
production Ersan Çongar, Burcu Aykar Şirin, Uygar Şirin
distribution Ersan Çongar, Yeni Bir Film
Sıraselviler Cad. Liva Sok. 3/3 Beyoğlu Istanbul
T +90 212 251 8204 ersan.congar@birfilm.com

Six-year-old Emre is sent to his grandparents’ summer house in spring. For Emre, being at the 
summer house is like being in heaven with his grandparents’ compassionate attention and the 
chance to play with his friend Çiçek. However, the news of his (paternal) grandmother’s death will 
crack his picture perfect world and he will do all he can to avoid the reality.

Burcu Aykar Şirin graduated from the psychology department of Bosphorus University and earned 
a master’s degree in film studies at the University of Southampton. She worked for a time as an 
editor for the film magazine Sinema. Uygar Şirin (1972) has been a film critic since 1993, writing for 
Antrakt, Sinema, Film+ and DVD+ magazines. He has published two novels and one filmed script. 
He has co-written and co-directed two short films, Birth and Death, with Burcu Aykar Şirin.

death ölüm
turkey 2009, hdcam, 19’, fiction, colour

director-script Eray Dinç
cinematography Eray Dinç, Ahmet Bikiç
editing Eray Dinç
cast Enis Aybar, Eylül Ezgi Yılmaz, Alper Akyüz
production-distribution Sönmez Tellioğlu
T +90 533 334 8272 sonmeztellioglu@hotmail.com
awards Special Jury Prize Istanbul Third Prize Metro

An ordinary story
Extraordinarily told
A line dividing fate
As sharp as it is brutal.

Eray Dinç (Istanbul, 1988) studied Communication Design and Directing at Istanbul Kültür 
University. He is working for a post production company and is professionally involved in short films, 
photography, writing and colour grade work. 

dilemma ikilem
turkey 2009, dvd, 7’, fiction, colour
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director-script-editing Dağhan İş
cinematography-music Dağhan İş
cast Barış Yalçın, Ayşe Melike Çerçi
production-distribution Nihat İş, Şerafettin Sok. 
Selvili Apt. 24/10 Erenköy İstanbul
T +90 216 369 9609 daghanis@gmail.com

A man, who thinks death is the reason for his existence and has recorded all his related thoughts 
in a notebook throughout his life, decides to leave the world. He leaves the book to the woman he 
loves. These two people with different perceptions of the world are leaving the world they live in 
together during a shared dream. 

Dağhan İş (Istanbul, 1979) earned a master’s degree in Film and Television at the University of 
Beykent. He is currently working on audiovisual projects.

encyclopedia of permanent damages
kalıcı hasarlar ansiklopedisi 
turkey 2009, hdv, 8’43”, fiction, colour

director-script Koray Çalışkan 
cinematography Meryem Yavuz
editing Özcan Vardar music Pascal Lesport
cast Bilge Seçkin, Barış Celiloğlu, Emrah Elçiboğa
production-distribution Yamaç Okur, Bulut Film, 
Boğaziçi Üniversitesi Mithat Alam Film Merkezi, Güney 
Kampüs, Bebek Istanbul T +90 212 287 1949 
info@bulutfilm.com | www.bulutfilm.com

The story of a young woman who has to divorce to save her marriage. Esma works as a nanny in 
Istanbul. Her husband Davut borrows some money from a bank to support his elder brother. The 
brother takes the money and never pays it back. Esma’s family is now broke. Esma and Davut have 
an idea...

Koray Çalışkan is a political scientist, teaching at Boğazici University, Istanbul. He is working on 
the pre-production phase of his first feature film to be shot in summer 2011. Esma is his directorial 
debut. 

esma
turkey 2009, hdcam, 18’, fiction, colour
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director-editing Esra Saydam
script Gerry Kim cinematography Zachary Galler
cast Arturo Castro, Greg Connolly, Fermin Gaekel
production-distribution Gerry Kim, Columbia Uni.,
279 Prospect Park West Apt. 1C Brooklyn 11215 
New York USA 
T +5512084662 ravenswood1979@gmail.com

A young Guatemalan immigrant, Jose Aviles, who is about to become a father in the USA, finally 
meets a friendly contractor in Fair Lawn, New Jersey, and begins his working day with big dreams.

Esra Saydam (Istanbul, 1984) earned an undergraduate degree in communications with honours 
at Northwestern University. Saydam focuses mostly on producing and is currently enrolled on the  
Columbia University graduate film program. In 2009, she won a scholarship from the Hollywood 
Foreign Press Association, a non-profit organization known for its annual Golden Globe Awards.

fair lawn
turkey 2009, hdcam, 14’, fiction, colour

director-script Özgür Özcan
cinematography Özgür Özcan
editing Özgür Özcan
cast Deniz Gedizlioğlu, Özgür Özcan
production-distribution Özgür Özcan, Tor Strasse 
60/3, Mitte 1011 Berlin Germany
T +49 157 8147 0787 e-mektupadresi@hotmail.com

In the film, a figure appears with his back to the kiblah (the direction of Mecca), symbolizing 
the duality and inner conflict of the spiritual soul and the individual himself wrestling with these 
dilemmas. But the real issue here is the consequences of turning your back on God.

Özgür Özcan (Ankara) went to Barcelona to research contemporary arts after graduating from the 
Eastern Mediterranean University (EMU) in communications. He took part in the experimental film 
workshop held during the Festival On Wheels in Kars and made this S8mm short which went on to 
tour film festivals around the world. He was also invited by EMU and the Side Streets Contemporary 
Arts Collective to give a presentation on Experimental Cinema and Avant-Garde Theories alongside 
the screening of his film. He is currently working experimentally in several branches of the arts.

eternal return sonsuz dönüş
turkey 2009, S8mm, 4’, experimental, colour
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director-script M. Barış Çorak
cinematography Berk Tuğcu
editing M. Barış Çorak
cast Hamdi Çorak, Birsen Karacan, Derya Keykubat
production-distribution Gökhan Uzelli, Cihangir Mah. 
Bakraç Sok. 1/11 Beyoğlu Istanbul
T +90 533 698 5957 guzelli@gmail.com 

A father receives a phone call from his daughter and a journey begins.

M. Barış Çorak (Istanbul, 1986) graduated from the Film and Television Department of Anadolu 
University. He is currently studying for a master’s degree in Film and TV at Istanbul Bilgi University, 
while also working as an assistant director. He made his debut short Six-forty-five in 2008.

fisherman balıkçı
turkey 2009, hdcam, 19’, fiction, colour

director-script-editing Övünç Anğun
cinematography Seyhun Orcan Sakallı
music Emre Derinkaya
cast Aysan Sümercan, Doğan Turan
production-distribution Övünç Anğun, A. Menderes 
Mah. Y. Kemal Cad. No:40 09100 Aydın 
T +90 539 794 6275 ovuncangun@yahoo.com

Despite his advancing years, Yüksel is a difficult man who doesn’t give up on enjoying life. Against 
all odds, his marriage to Mebrure has lasted for years. Their fear is not of dying, but of losing each 
other. For this old couple, love is the same at every age. It endures at every age because life endures.

Övünç Anğun (Aydın, 1984) graduated from Galatasaray University in 2009. Her project Halvah has 
received the support of the Ministry of Culture and Tourism. 

halvah un ya da irmik helvası
turkey 2009, minidv, 4’, fiction, colour
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director-script Tunç Şahin
photography Tayman Tekin 
editing Suzan Hande Güneri music Saki Çimen
cast Kaan Keskin, Erol Çolak, Recep Aktürk 
production-distribution Ersan Çongar, Bir Film, 
Sıraselviler Cad. Liva Sok. Vakıf Palas Apt. No:3/3 
Beyoğlu Istanbul T + 90 212 251 8204 
ersan.congar@birfilm.com | www.birfilm.com

A young man goes to a hamam to take a bath. Obviously this is his first time in a hamam. The 
receptionist tells him to go to a cabin, undress, wrap a waistcloth around him and go into the warm 
room of the hamam, where he should wait for the bath attendant until he’s sweating and his skin 
softens up for a massage...

Tunç Şahin (1978) studied electrical engineering and later earned an MA in business administration. 
He has been working as a producer and acquisitions and sales manager for Bir Film, one of Turkey’s 
leading independent distribution companies, since 2002. He has produced two short films and is 
currently developing a feature film. Hamam is his debut film.

hamam
turkey 2009, 35mm, 11’46’’, fiction, colour

director-script-editing Cenk Ertürk
cinematography Cenk Ertürk
cast Emre Akkaş
production-distribution Cenk Ertürk, Hayali Ihracat 
Film, 2957 Midvale Avenue 90064 Los Angeles USA 
T +90 533 490 0275  cenk_erturk@yahoo.com

I was fixing the broken lamp. I fell off the chair. I died. It was my first day in your country. You 
weren’t aware of my death until I started to smell bad. I know I don’t smell good.

Cenk Ertürk (Sivas) graduated in Economics from Bosphorus University. He is currently studying Film 
Directing at UCLA. He worked as an assistant director in Derviş Zaim’s last feature film, Dot, and in 
Erden Kıral’s last feature film, Conscience.

i know i don’t smell good
güzel kokmadığımı biliyorum
turkey 2009, hdcam, 2’, fiction, b&w
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director-script Arda Uysal
animation Arda Uysal
editing Arda Uysal
production-distribution Arda Uysal, ArdaMardar 
66A Stroud Green Road 3ERN4 London UK
T +44 774 895 5648  
ardamardar@gmail.com | www.ardamardar.com

An elegant lady is confronted with an unpleasant surprise when she uses the bathroom at a high-
class party.

Arda Uysal (Ankara, 1980) lives in London. After completing an MA in animation in Turkey, he 
began working as a visual effects animator for feature films. Notable films he has worked on include 
Shred All. 

…it happens …olur öyle
turkey 2009, video, 2’04”, animation, colour

director Deniz Ceyhan
script Ayşe Bayramoğlu
cinematography Doğan Sarıgüzel
editing Eko Koko, Can Fakı music Bin Volt
cast Sezin Bozacı, Ömer Akgüllü
production-distribution Deniz Ceyhan, Nüshetiye Cad. 
Levhacı Sok. 11-12 Beşiktaş 34660 Istanbul 
T +90 532 630 1240 denizceyhan@gmail.com

Like our knees, our souls are riddled with scars from childhood. We renew ourselves only when we 
come together with other souls. The wounds of one are healed by the flesh of another: we mend 
each other...

Deniz Ceyhan (Germany, 1981) graduated with a degree in philosophy from Istanbul University, 
where she continued her studies as a postgraduate student in teaching philosophy. She later studied 
film directing at Kadir Has University. She currently  works as an assistant director for commercials 
and feature films.

it sobe
turkey 2009, hdcam, 6’, fiction, colour
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director-script İlhami Kapıcı
cinematography-editing İlhami Kapıcı
music Alva Noto
production-distribution İlhami Kapıcı, Yeni Mah. 
Yeni Yol Sok. 36/1 Yakacık Kartal Istanbul 
T +90 544 396 3513 ilhanilhami@gmail.com
award Best Experimental Film Ankara

director-script-editing Zeynep Arslanpay
cinematography Çağlar Kanber, Alp Korfalı
music Daire 2 Gramafon
cast Fatih Sarı, Müge Buket, Mustafa Çolakoğlu, 
Saadet Işıl Aksoy
production-distribution Zeynep Arslanpay, Caferağa 
Mah. Hülya Sok. 18/1 Kadıköy Moda 34710 Istanbul  
zeyneparslanpay@yahoo.com 

The story of two brothers who try to fly a kite on a building site, which has been left as a playground 
for them… Then the children’s mother turns up…

İlhami Kapıcı (Istanbul, 1981) lives in Istanbul. He never goes anywhere without his camera and 
enjoys editing the footage he shoots. 

Looks Better is a story about the marriage of a woman and a man imprisoned in the partnership of 
so-called matrimony.

Zeynep Arslanpay (Ankara, 1982) earned an MA in Film at Istanbul Bilgi University in 2009 with her 
short film Looks Better. She is currently working on a new documentary project.

the kite uçurtma
turkey 2009, minidv, 1’, experimental, colour

looks better daha güzel
turkey 2009, dvd, 6’41”, fiction, colour
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director-script Ayçe Kartal
cinematography Ayçe Kartal
animation-editing-music Ayçe Kartal 
production-distribution Ayçe Kartal 
Cengiz Topel Cad. A Blok 42/2 26130 Eskişehir 
T +90 538 857 9214 aycekartal@gmail.com
award Best Animation Ankara

director-script Elif Refiğ
cinematography Ahmet Sesigürgil
editing Wei-Hsin Yang, Çiçek Kahraman
cast Halil İbrahim Aras, Kanbolat Görkem Aslan 
production-distribution Pelin Uzay, Elif Refiğ, Ozoğul 
Sok. 19/3 Purtelas Mah. Cihangir Istanbul 
T +90 533 636 9910 elifre@gmail.com

We aren’t human beings having a spiritual experience; we are spiritual beings having a human 
experience.

Ayçe Kartal (1977) graduated from the Animation Department of the Anadolu University, Fine 
Arts Faculty in 2000. After graduating, he began working as a research assistant in the same 
department. In 2006, he graduated from the NSW time-based art, contemporary film and digital arts 
pre-PhD programme in Sydney, Australia. He has won several awards at national and international 
competitions. 

In an effort to prove his manhood and get out of the slums of Istanbul where he has lived all his life, 
16-year-old Kerem loses his innocence and realizes that there are consequences to being a grown 
up. 

Elif Refig has an MFA in film from Columbia University. Her directing credits include Roadwait, 
Esperenza Starring and Three Bodies, which were showcased at many festivals. Her screenplay 
Devoted Details was a finalist for the Sundance Institute Screenwriters Lab. She is one of the three 
founding members of Goodgang Productions in New York and is currently developing her first 
feature.

malfunction
turkey 2009, dvd, 8’, animation, colour

man to be erkek adam
turkey 2009, dvd, 20’, fiction, colour
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director-script Can Alkanlar
cinematography-editing  Can Alkanlar
cast Bora Kanıt, Onur Karakurt, Fahire Alkanlar,
Ulvi Kınalıkaya, Gamze Tunga, Alper Tunga
production-distribution Can Alkanlar, Paşa Mah. 
Ortanca Sok. 14/2 Feriköy Şişli Istanbul
T +90 212 232 7795 can_alkanlar@hotmail.com
award Best Experimental Short Film Istanbul

The story of mine... Also yours...     

Can Alkanlar (Izmir, 1990) is currently majoring in Film and Television at Mimar Sinan University.

me ben
turkey 2009, minidv, 8’, experimental, colour

director-script-editing Övünç Güvenışık
cinematography Mehmet Emin Yıldırım
cast Selin Aldoğan, Ismail Kavrakoğlu, Hakan Dülger
producer Övünç Güvenışık, Mecidiyeköy Mah.
Dereboyu Cad. 60/8 34360 Istanbul  
T +90 534 283 9355 ovuncguvenisik@paradoksfilm.net 
www.paradoksfilm.net

As every day, Miss Selin is waiting for the underground. While gazing around, she comes eye to eye 
with a young man. But it’s the guy sitting next to him, Ismail, who comes to disturb her with his 
strange look and moves....

Övünç Güvenışık studied cinema at Plato Film School, Istanbul. He has worked on seven short film 
projects as DoP, editor or director. In 2008 he was second asisstant director for the feature film 
Kurbanlık. He currently lectures at Paradoks Sinema Atelier. 

metroist
turkey 2009, dvd, 4’, fiction, colour
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director-script Efe Conker
cinematography Olcay Oğuz
editing Burçak Yurdakul music Rahman Altın
cast Ahmet M. Taylan, Saadet Işıl Aksoy, Hatice Aslan
production-distribution Tunay Vural, PTT Films, 
Asmalı Mescit Minare Sok. No:19A  Beyoğlu Istanbul
T +90 212 293 8473 efe@efefilm.com

The dealings that arise from exchanged glances.

Efe Conker graduated in advertising from Istanbul Bilgi University with a subsidiary in film and 
television. He worked on Anka Film’s The Treasure of Ugarit as a PA. He won local and international 
awards with his short film Recycle Diary.

move your dirty eyes off
çek o pis gözlerini üzerimden
turkey 2009, dvd, 4’, fiction, colour

director-script Özcan Alper
cinematography Özgür Eken
editing Ulaş Cihan Şimşek, Çiçek Kahraman
cast Şebnem Köstem, Alican Tamet, Demet Tarım
production-distribution Gezici Film, Abay Kunanbay 
Cad. 20/11 Kavaklıdere Ankara T +90 312 466 3484 
info@gezicifilm.com | www.festivalonwheels.org 

Twelve-year-old Yusuf, who lives in a village near Kars, has to cycle miles every day to get to school, 
even in the brutal winter. It may seem like a punishing routine, but not so for Yusuf. After all, he 
knows that every morning he’ll catch a glimpse of Leyla, the girl he has taken a shine to, even if only 
for a fleeting moment...

Özcan Alper (Artvin, 1975) began his film career after studying physics at Istanbul University. His 
first feature Autumn (2008) won numerous awards at national and international festivals.

motoguzzi
turkey 2010, 35mm, 10’, fiction, colour
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director-script-editing Murat Tahan
animation Murat Tahan
music Ömer Serkan Yıldırım
production-distribution Murat Tahan, Anadolu 
Üniversitesi, Yunus Emre Kampüsü, Güzel Sanatlar 
Fakültesi, 26400 Eskişehir
T +90 555 480 3900 murattahan@gmail.com 

director-script Berkay Ferah
cinematography-editing Berkay Ferah
cast Ahmet Ferah
production-distribution Berkay Ferah, Kızıl Elma Cad. 
Ziya Gökalp Sok. 19/9 Bayrak Apt. Fındıkzade Istanbul
T +90 537 612 6422 berkayferah@gmail.com 

In a world split in two by a meteor, people defy their divided, changing bodies and find partners. 
Joining together to become whole, they then set out on a mission to save the human race and 
restore the world to its former self.

Murat Tahan (Kırıkkale, 1984) studied at the Animation Department of Anadolu University. His first 
animation film, 8, was shown at both national and international festivals. He went to Fachhochschule 
Wiesbaden in Germany on a student exchange programme for one year. 

When they became conscious of themselves, human beings were already blinded by work. They 
never found their quest. They could avoid neither birth nor death. They worked again, new people 
arrived, and they worked too. But they were never able to avoid death. Yet they have to die to 
discover the reason for their existence.

Berkay Ferah (Istanbul, 1990) is a student of Visual Communications and Design at Istanbul Bilgi 
University. Nor is his first film.

one body two human bir vücut iki insan
turkey 2010, dvd, 6’, animation, colour, b&w

nor
turkey 2009, dvd, 8’, fiction, colour
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director-script Ahu Öztürk
cinematography Özgür Eken
editing Ulaş Cihan Şimşek, Çiçek Kahraman
cast Ozan Bilen, Nihal Menzil, Necmettin Çobanoğlu
production-distribution Gezici Film, Abay Kunanbay 
Cad. 20/11 Kavaklıdere Ankara T +90 312 466 3484 
info@gezicifilm.com | www.festivalonwheels.org

director Sertaç Yüksel
script Sertaç Yüksel
editing Sertaç Yüksel
music Cex
production-distribution Sertaç Yüksel, 1000 Volt, 
Levent Mah. Çalıkuşu Sok. No:14 34330 Istanbul
T +90 542 682 7332 1000sertac@gmail.com 

Ozan, a university student, returns to his village on receiving the news that his grandmother has 
died. Back in the village, he finds out a lot about the past of his father, an inwardly angry man.

Ahu Öztürk (Istanbul, 1976) graduated from Ege University with a degree in Philosophy. She 
completed a master’s degree in Film and Television at Marmara University in 2002 and has been 
working on various film projects since 2000.

Pixelized details from the life of a man who has strange hobbies.

Sertaç Yüksel (1983) graduated from Marmara University with a degree in Communications. He is 
currently working for a post production company. He has won a number of awards at short film 
festivals.

open wound açık yara
turkey 2010, 35mm, 23’15”, colour

photogeny fotojeni
turkey 2009, minidv, 4’, experimental, colour
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director-script Gökçe Pehlivanoğlu
cinematography Gökçe Pehlivanoğlu
editing Gökçe Pehlivanoğlu
cast Mehdi Kellou, Muriel Gandois 
production-distribution Gökçe Pehlivanoğlu, 
Nevzemin Sok. 16/4 Bahariye Kadıköy Istanbul
gokcepehlivanoglu@yahoo.com

Pierrot is an artist who makes himself up as if he were a statue and poses: a living statue. As a part 
of his job, he goes to a park every day and poses as a statue, absolutely still. One day, however, he 
sees Anna and falls in love. Although moving isn’t allowed, he goes after Anna and is later punished 
by the association of living statues. They take out his heart and he has only a few minutes to live.   

Gökçe Pehlivanoğlu (Istanbul, 1984) graduated from Marmara University in 2006, where she 
earned a degree in film and television studies. In 2008, she attended a filmmaking workshop at the 
Paris - La Femis Film School of the New York Film Academy. She currently works as a professional 
photographer and music video director, as well as lecturing on music video making and photography 
at Kadir Has University.

pierrot the living statue pierrot yaşayan heykel
turkey 2009, 16mm, 4’, fiction, b&w

director-script-editing Tolga Karaçelik
cinematography Ahmet Sesigürgil
music Cem Adıyaman
cast Nadir Sarıbacak, Tuba Karadayı, M. Ali Kaptanlar
production-distribution Cüneyt Aksoy, Yegane Yapımlar 
Valikonağı Cad. 50/4 Nişantaşı Istanbul
T +90 212 241 1038 caksoy@yeganeyapimlar.com  
www.yeganeyapimlar.com

The film, a tribute to silent films and Chaplin in particular, is a modern-day version of the fairy tale 
‘Rapunzel’. In this tale, the princess is a girl studying for university entrance exams, the prince, a 
street balloon seller and the king, the father, while a high-rise apartment serves as the tower in 
which Rapunzel is imprisoned. The film brings a new twist to the tale of Rapunzel who reached out 
to the world with her long hair.

Tolga Karaçelik (Istanbul, 1981) earned a degree in law from Marmara University. His poetry and 
short stories have been published in various magazines. After graduating, he went to New York to 
study film. He currently works freelance as a short film director and cinematographer.

rapunzel
turkey 2009, 16mm, 18’, fiction, colour
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director Hakan Ömer Zorka
script-editing Hakan Ömer Zorka, Murat Sağlam
cinematography Özgür Ceylan cast Murat Sağlam
music Gökhan Par, Cihan Andaç, Deniz Turan
production-distribution Ayla Zorka, 1401 Sok. 3/35 
Buca 35100 Izmir 
T +90 554 474 4664 hzorka@gmail.com
award Best Short Fiction Ankara

A prisoner in solitary confinement saves the grape compote he’s served periodically with meals and 
ferments it in a pitcher. He then makes a distiller using aluminium foil from cigarette packs and 
chocolate bars, distils the fermented compote, and produces a glass of raki with aniseed sent by 
his pen pal. 

Hakan Ömer Zorka (Izmir, 1983) is still a student at the Department of Radio, Television and Cinema 
at Ege University. Damned Stuff is his directorial debut. 

rascal meret
turkey 2009, hdcam, 13’, fiction, colour

director-script-editing Müjde Arslan
photography Erol Mintaş 
music Diljen Ronî
cast Halime Özdemir, Hikmet Karagöz 
production-distribution Müjde Arslan, Kuloğlu Mah. 
Faikpaşa Sok. 12/2 34100 Istanbul 
T +90 537 790 0655  mujdearslan2003@yahoo.com

A couple’s struggle to survive in a shanty town in Istanbul... The man has lost his purpose in life 
with the death of his wife, who was always busy planting seeds; he has no job, no land to which 
he belongs...

Müjde Arslan (Mardin, 1981) graduated in biology from Dicle University. She then earned a master’s 
degree in film studies from Marmara University. She has worked as a journalist for DIHA (Dicle News 
Agency), and the dailies Yedinci Gündem and Gündem. She has also had several essays on culture 
and cinema published in various magazines and newspapers. 

the seed tov
turkey 2009, dvcam, 13’, fiction, colour
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director-script-editing Mümin Barış
photography Ales Nemec
music Rafael Casanova
cast Antonio Sedda, Paul Norieda, Roberto Ortiz
production-distribution Mümin Barış
T +44 7564036437  cecesinegi@gmail.com

Two guys are sentenced to death. They are waiting to be executed in a cold cell. The priest comes 
in and asks them if they want to make their last confessions. It’s then that we learn more about 
them and their past.

Mümin Barış (Bulgaria, 1984) first studied environmental engineering. After university, he won a 
place at the Czech film school, FAMU, in Prague where he graduated in film directing. He is currently 
studying for an MA in film studies at King’s College London.

shame utanç
turkey, czech rep. 2009, 16mm, 9’, fiction, colour

director-script-editing Aziz Çapkurt
cinematography Serdar Güz
cast İlker Kızmaz, Saadet Çaçan, Fırat Aksan
production-distribution Aziz Çapkurt, Yapım13 Film 
Prodüksiyon, Elmadağ Cad. Harbiye Çayırı Sok. 3/2 
Kısmet İş Merkezi Şişli Istanbul 
T +90 212 232 6063  yapim13@hotmail.com

Hasan works at his father’s glasswork shop. One day, an elderly woman brings in a framed picture 
whose glass has broken for repair. Hasan recognizes the young man in the picture. He then starts 
following the woman around. What he follows also turns out to involve his own past. An encounter 
between an ex-soldier and a mother who lost her son in custody. 

Aziz Çapkurt (Kars, 1981) began his career as a actor in a theatre group. He then worked as 
assistant director on several TV films and series. He has been working with the Mesopotamia Cinema 
Collective since 2007. Silence is his directorial debut. 

silence bêdengî
turkey 2010, dvd, 14’, fiction, colour
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director-script Emre Akay
cinematography Özgür Eken 
editing Çiçek Kahraman
cast İskender Bağcılar, Bennu Yıldırımlar, Yaşar 
Karabulak, Rıza Sönmez, Meral Çetinkaya
production-distribution Gezici Film, Abay Kunanbay 
Cad. 20/11 Kavaklıdere Ankara  T +90 312 466 3484  
info@gezicifilm.com | www.festivalonwheels.org

Celal Bey is known popularly as ‘the Athlete’, except that no one knows where the nickname comes 
from. Though he cuts a figure as a modern republican, Celal Bey is actually a typical Kars farmer 
who uses traditional farming methods. But as someone who favours innovation in his everyday life, 
he decides one day to catch up with the times and hire an agricultural engineer. 

Emre Akay (Istanbul, 1978) studied law and economics in Paris. He co-directed his debut feature A 
Tuğra Kaftancıoğlu Film in 2008 with Hasan Yalaz. 

a small truth küçük bir hakikat
turkey 2010, 35mm, 11’35”, fiction, colour

director-script Erol Mintaş
photography George Chiper
editing Alexandru Radu
cast Hasan Ersü, Güzel Demir, Ayda Yavuz, Ehmet İrğaç
production-distribution Aslı Erdem 
Boğaziçi Üniversitesi Mithat Alam Film Merkezi, 
Güney Kampüs, Bebek 34342 Istanbul 
T +90 533 263 9896  aslierdem84@gmail.com

Sanem lives with her son Ahmet and grandchild in a small village of Ağrı. One day, Ahmet returns 
from town to the village with bad news. All the villagers are waiting for him. Sanem falls into a state 
of perpetual mourning with the news.

Erol Mintaş (Kars, 1983) graduated from the Computer and Teaching Technologies Department of 
Marmara University in 2006. He went on to study film at Marmara University and completed his 
thesis on ‘Existentialism and the Cinema of Tarkovsky’ in 2008.

snow berf
turkey 2010, hdcam, 20’, fiction, colour
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director-script-editing Ceylan Özgün Özçelik 
cinematography Ahmet Akpolat  music Saki Çimen
cast Ahmet Rıfat Şungar, Seden Aştı 
production-distribution Ceylan Özgün Özçelik, Merkez 
Efendi Mah. Davutpaşa Cad. No:34 Topkapı Istanbul
T +90 533 247 2333  ozcelikceylan@yahoo.com

Orhan, a student in Ankara, wants to give his girlfriend Nilüfer a surprise. He turns up in Istanbul 
without telling her beforehand. But the surprise leads to a confrontation that shadows his blind love. 

And so begins a succession of absurdities!

Ceylan Özgün Özçelik (Rize, 1980) graduated from the law school of Marmara University. In 2002, 
she began producing shows for radio and television. She currently presents, writes and produces 
the movie show ‘En Heyecanli Yeri’, which has now been broadcasting for six years. She is also a 
member of the press relations board of Turkish Film Critics’ Association SIYAD.

a so called love story! 
onlar birbirlerini sevdiler ama...
turkey 2009, minidv, 15’, fiction, colour

director-script-cinematography-editing Savaş Baykal 
music Michael Wace, Lucian Fernando, Savaş Baykal
cast Okan Koç, Burcu Koç, Canan Koç
production-distribution Savaş Baykal, Akademi Grup, 
Akay Cad. Blok 7 Kat 1 Kızılay Ankara 
T +90 533 417 6179 savasbaykal@hotmail.com
awards Best Film Siyad • Best Film Fırat University
Best Film, Audience Award, Best Actor Marmara Univ.

It is a virtue to try to look through the eyes of the other.

Savaş Baykal (Diyarbakır, 1978) graduated from the Hacettepe University Faculty of Fine Arts. His 
previous films have been shown and awarded in many festivals.

threat in heaven cennette de ölüm var
turkey 2009, digibeta, 15’, fiction, colour
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director-script Nazlı Durlu 
cinematography Emre Tanyıldız
editing Cenk Örtülü
cast Canan Güven, Sırrı Süreyya Önder, Sinan Albayrak
production-distribution Nazlı Durlu, Asi Film, Alageyik 
Sok. Alageyik Apt. 8/2 Cihangir Istanbul
T +90 534 243 5651 nazlidurlu@gmail.com

A girl in a big city takes a taxi home late at night, but the driver takes an unfamiliar route and acts 
suspiciously. Scared, the girl jumps out of the moving taxi, but the driver gets out before she can 
run away and is shocked, hurt and insulted that she thought he was a rapist. He was just taking a 
shortcut... 

Nazlı Elif Durlu (Ankara) graduated from the University of Utrecht in 1998. After earning her 
master’s degree in 2004 she worked for several film festivals, as well as for the Dutch radio station 
NPS as a journalist. She lived in Los Angeles between 2005 and 2008 and worked as a screenwriter 
on several feature film projects. 

trust me güven bana
turkey 2009, digibeta, 9’, fiction, colour

director Mustafa Dok 
script Nurullah Kaya, A. Haluk Ünal 
cinematography Sinan Akkuş
editing Max Sacker
cast Vedat Erincin 
production-distribution Karen Cifarelli, Underdog 
Pictures, Fidicinstr.13 Berlin 
T +49 177 543 1687  karen@underdog-pictures.de

A village idiot with the self-appointed job of keeping an exact count of its residents inadvertently 
discovers that their life is in danger when rebels clash with the military.

Mustafa Dok has four films to his credit as producer and co-producer. He took part in the 2007 
Talent Campus at the Berlinale. He is co-founder of Bredok Film Production in Berlin.

the village köy
turkey, germany, taiwan 2009, hdcam, 11’, b&w
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director-script F. Filiz Işık Bulut
cinematography İlker Berke  
editing Oykun Asyalıoğlu
cast Selahattin Bulut, Zelal Bulut, Kısmet Bulut
production-distribution Gökçe Işıl Tuna, Istanbul Mass 
Media, İnebolu Sok. 47/3 Setüstü Kabataş Istanbul
T +90 555 522 3737 
gokceisil@gmail.com | www.imm.com.tr

Zelal and Hüsamettin  have  taken  refugee  with  their  two children in a dwelling next to the local 
prison. Every week visitors come to see the prisoners. Some wait in the cold outside the gate while 
others hurry into the house. Zelal’s family is desperate: cries and screams come from the prison. For 
them, home has now become a prison too.

Filiz Işık Bulut (Gümüşhane, 1970)  studied at the management of performing arts department 
of Beykent University. While a student at Beykent, she also took several courses at the film and 
television department. She has acted and directed for various private theatre companies. 

voices deng
turkey 2009, hdcam, 20’, fiction, colour

director-script Hüseyin Bulut
cinematography Hüseyin Bulut 
animation Hüseyin Bulut 
editing Hüseyin Bulut 
production-distribution Hüseyin Bulut, İhlas Marmara 
Evleri 1.Kısım B:37 D:13 Beylikdüzü Istanbul 
T +90 535 340 4955  huseyinbulutt@hotmail.com

The film depicts the harmful cycle of a man, unaware of the damage he is inflicting on the 
environment when he cuts down trees in the forest to produce paper so he can write about his 
feelings and then throw the pages into the sea for everybody to read.

Hüseyin Bulut (Istanbul, 1986) won a full scholarship to study at the animation department of 
Maltepe University. He currently combines his studies with working on a series of new projects.

vol
turkey 2009, video, 2’, animation, colour
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director-script Gökhan Okur, Deniz Tarsus
cinematography-editing Gökhan Okur
animation Gökhan Okur
music Ata Güner
production-distribution Gökhan Okur, Kofti.com, 
Hoşnudiye Mah. Sağın Sok. 54/3 26130 Eskişehir
T +90 532 593 2421  gokhanokur@gmail.com 
award Special Jury Prize Ankara 

A struggle between an employee and his boss.

Gökhan Okur (Eskişehir, 1981) has been working as an illustrator and filmmaker since 1999. His 
work has been shown at several festivals in the USA, Canada, Poland, Italy, UK, Germany, Spain 
and Turkey.

wave theory dalga teorisi
turkey 2009, dvd, 2’, animation, colour

director-script Ülkü Oktay
cinematography Özgür Eken 
editing Çiçek Kahraman
cast Birsu Demir, Erol Babaoğlu, Ahmet M. Taylan, 
Berna Adıgüzel, Derya Durmaz, Turgay Tanülkü
production-distribution Gezici Film, Abay Kunanbay 
Cad. 20/11 Kavaklıdere Ankara  T +90 312 466 3484 
info@gezicifilm.com | www.festivalonwheels.org

zilo
turkey 2010, 35mm, 19’, fiction, colour

Seven-year-old Zilo, who lives in Kars, has just one friend: a chick she’s inseparable from. Zilo is out 
of place with her chick both at home and at school, but one day finds herself deeply impressed by 
what her teacher has to say about Ankara. Setting herself the goal of going to the capital, Zilo needs 
to find the money to make her escape.

Ülkü Oktay (Ankara, 1980) studied architecture at the Middle East Technical University before going 
on to write scripts and direct short films and music videos. Her screenplay Legless was named best 
script at the Nisi Masa International Script Competition in Zagreb.
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